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Despite the current use of technology to control many aspects of life and death, 
the Catholic Church maintains that only God may regulate the initiation and termination 
of life.  Science perfected a means of incurring a painless death, resulting in a growing 
acceptance of medical euthanasia.  As the number of legislative bodies removing the ban 
on physician-assisted suicide increases, Catholic leaders continue to resist the 
promulgation of this societal trend.  This thesis critically examines papal encyclicals, 
letters, medical conference proceedings, and Ethical and Religious Directives (ERDs) 
published since 1994 on end-of-life care, showing that life necessarily entails suffering, 
which is not a problem to be solved with euthanasia.  The results of this analysis 
demonstrate that the Catholic Church believes medical practitioners have a continual 
responsibility to care for patients to the natural end of life, regardless of legislative and 
social pressure. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Project Inspirations and Methods  
 

 
Goal 

A person who feels that the end of his or her life lies in the distant future may not 

have taken the time to contemplate the various perspectives within the current discourse 

on the subject of euthanasia.  Some people may also find themselves indifferent in regard 

to euthanasia debates if they do not have a complete understanding of sanctity of life.  

There exists a potential for the misconception that sanctity of life arguments focus on 

defending the pro-life side of the abortion controversy.  Thus, by not realizing that 

sanctifying life involves the relinquishing of dominion over life at the terminus, in 

addition to the genesis, someone might not consider euthanasia another abuse of what 

most Christians view as God’s gift of life.   

Another category of people is that of those who unequivocally reject the idea of 

sanctity of life.  People whose lives are wrought with excessive suffering might believe 

that life is a burden rather than a gift, thus is no longer valuable.  Certain diseases and 

conditions can result in loss of muscle function or excessive pain that makes movement 

labored.  Sometimes traumatic injuries have permanent effects such as paralysis or 

irreversible brain damage.  If such pain or debilitation drastically changes a person’s 

perceived quality of life, and that person does not know of or accept the end-of-life 

ideologies proposed by the Roman Catholic Church, it might follow that he or she would 

want to cease living.  Supporters of euthanasia typically use qualitative value claims to 

warrant why people enduring unbearable suffering have the right to end their life.   
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Roman Catholics fall under the category of Christians who believe that humans 

cannot assign either qualitative or quantitative value, to the gift of life.  According to this 

school of thought, since God created all life, only he should have ultimate control over it, 

and humans are wrong to take the mystery of life into their own hands.  The Roman 

Catholic Church always has been opposed to suicide and assisted-suicide, since the 

Church believes both are a major violation of the fifth commandment’s prohibition of 

murder.   

Despite opposition from the Catholic Church, people in recent centuries have 

been using science to control the timing of death.  Scientists continue to advance our 

society into a new frontier of modern technology, which has the potential to raise 

humanity to unforeseen heights or cause it’s fall.  Granted, people committed suicide 

even before the age of modern technology, but they likely had more factors to deter them 

from the act of suicide, such as difficult and painful methods.  Today, there are many 

ways that technology has allowed for suicide to become a relatively simple and pain-free 

process, making it a much more favorable alternative to the modes of incurring one’s 

own death in the past.  The practice of incurring a painless death has not only been 

perfected by science, but has also been accepted in the minds of many people in modern 

western society.  Subsequently, physicians in some states and entire countries can now 

legally aid their patients in accomplishing their own desired death.   

As the number of legislative bodies removing the ban on physician-assisted 

suicide increases, Catholic popes, bishops, and priests continue to resist the promulgation 

of this societal trend.  Catholic leaders have explained their reasons for speaking out 

against physician-assisted suicide laws and asserting their apology of letting God give 
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and take life as he pleases; this thesis examines those documented explanations.  Through 

this thesis project, I have examined major Church documents over the past two decades 

to elucidate specific themes about euthanasia and the Church’s perspective on ethical 

end-of-life care.  The themes discovered in Catholic documents from 1994 to the present 

are: the timeless value of suffering, the immorality of euthanasia, and the paramount 

importance of compassion.  Based on these themes, I will demonstrate that Catholic 

instruction on end-of-life care is still relevant for Catholics, and likely for many other 

Christians, as well.  This relevance continues in the midst of changing societal 

perspectives and medical advances.  

 
Considering the Pro-Euthanasia Viewpoint 

Dignitas, a Swiss organization, indicates in its name the aim of allowing clients to 

uphold dignity by allowing for physician-assisted suicide in accordance with Swiss law.  

Weary of living with her maladies, Michèle Causse travelled from her home in Toulouse, 

France, to Zürich, to employ the services of Dignitas.  The documentary, Dignitas – la 

mort sur ordonnance (Dignitas – Death prescription), follows Miss Causse from ten days 

prior to her scheduled expiration, as she takes the necessary steps in Switzerland to 

accomplish her demise (Ceppi & Menoud, 2010).  To provide reasoning for her desired 

death, Causse listed compressed vertebrae, made worse by osteoporosis, the loss of a 

kidney, and asthma.  In the documentary aired on Swiss television, Causse conveyed a 

sense of complete calmness and poise about wanting to die, and she was clearly very 

educated.  She answered all the questions that were asked of her to ensure that she was of 

sound mind to make the decision, and that she had thoroughly weighed all her options 
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before choosing death as the most favorable outcome.  

Causse chose to die on July 29, 2010, the exact day of her 74th birthday.  The 

mode of her death was ingestion of 15g of powder Nembutal (pentobarbital sodium), 

which the designated Dignitas representative, Erika Luley, secured from the pharmacy 

that day.  Miss Luley explained her duty of filling out the required forms and showing her 

Dignitas identification card to be able to purchase the drug.  The pharmacist, Dr. Albert 

Ganz, stated that he does not hesitate in working with Dignitas to provide the lethal drugs 

for assisted suicide.  He disclosed the low cost of 32.40 Swiss Francs (US $ 30.74) for the 

single dose of 15g, a dosage he claims to sell about two or three times every week.   

Miss Luley welcomed Miss Causse into the blue house, and in the kitchen, 

prepared the solution for Causse by dissolving the Nembutal powder in about 60ml of 

normal tap water.  The room in which Miss Causse, like other individuals before her, laid 

down to live out the last few moments of life appeared comfortable, but not excessively 

decorated.  Natural light from the window illuminated the white-walled room with 

framed paintings and a twin bed covered in yellow sheets and a flowery pillow.  Causse 

was very content to be in control of when she would die, and surrounded by the three 

friends who accompanied her to her deathbed.  Causse was shown, dressed in a white 

shirt and cream-colored blazer, with a gold ring adorning her left little finger, and a 

presumably important photograph in her lap.  One friend played music, and Causse 

became immediately ecstatic when the familiar song resonated the room in her final 

scene of life.  Tears came to her eyes, which she claimed originated purely from her love 

of music, not her imminent death.  Two of Causse’s friends stepped outside of the room, 

and the friend that stayed in the room with her, Martine, had a melancholy look on her 
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face.   

Causse eagerly requested to drink the solution, but paused cup-in-hand, to 

reaffirm with Miss Lulely how truly determined she was to die.  She swallowed the 

potion in a few gulps and exclaimed how disgusting it tasted, revealing that she felt like a 

dog at the vet for a moment.  She demanded chocolate, in an attempt to cover the 

lingering bitter taste in her mouth.  Nichole re-entered the room, whose hand she reached 

out for when she started to feel the drug’s effects.  In the minutes after ingesting the 

liquid, Causse described sensations such as dizziness and sleepiness.  Causse’s sense of 

humor was still very much intact, indicated by her joke about always seeking out sleeping 

medicine.  She repeatedly stated that she did not want to be seen drooling, which, in her 

opinion, would signify a loss of her dignity.  After some fluttering of the eyelids, a deep 

sleep finally overcame her, and Causse passed away a short while later.  

Causse underwent a seemingly simple process in order to “die with dignity” via 

the Dignitas program in Switzerland, yet she was obviously barred from accomplishing 

such a task in her own country, France.  Moreover, Causse did not hide her frustration on 

the issue of euthanasia being outlawed in so many countries.  “Why do we say life is 

sacred?  Let people do what they want” (translated from French by Douglas Fowley Jr.), 

Causse declared in opposition to the sanctity of life viewpoint.  According to Causse, she 

cherished life, and would have wanted to keep living in it, had she not been suffering.  

However, after “courageously” enduring a difficult life for as long as she did, she was 

convinced that she deserved an easy way to die.  In further defense of euthanasia, Causse 

did not think that people would be “lining up” to die if other countries legalized 

euthanasia; she hypothesized that only a few people who are in dire need of escaping 
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their suffering would utilize services of assisted dying.   

There are numerous advocates of euthanasia who side with Michèle Causse, and 

firmly believe more people should be allowed to peacefully bring about their death.  

Causse’s account is one of many that effectively portrays someone of sound mind who 

decided that it was her time to exit this world due to an apparent lack of meaning in life.  

If there are so many physician-assisted suicide stories with “happy endings,” it is 

reasonable to question why euthanasia is still illegal in the majority of the world, and why 

religious groups, such as the Catholic Church, are so opposed to it.  

 
Bioethical Foundation of Euthanasia Debate 

Morals and medicine frequently intersect, and when they clash, we can turn to 

bioethicists to help us answer complicated questions.  McKenny (1998) notes that the 

rapid progression of technology has enticed many into viewing their body in a similar 

light of boundlessness.  McKenny asserts that the “task of bioethics is to explore the 

moral significance of the body as it is expressed in particular moral and religious 

traditions – a moral significance that is denied in the efforts of the Baconian project to 

rescue the body from fortune or necessity” (p. 309).  The “Baconian project” is the use of 

medicine to achieve bodily perfection, which followed the rise of modern technology in 

the 19th century.  Bodily perfection, in this sense, is not necessarily aesthetic beauty, but 

rather, resilient health and a complete absence of suffering.  McKenny acknowledges the 

valid appeal to remove some suffering; however, he seeks to stimulate moral discourse in 

the field of bioethics over what aspects of suffering should be tolerated or rejected.   

McKenny also addresses his concern stemming from the amount of control over 
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their own bodies people have surrendered to technological medicine.  In the words of 

McKenny, people have succumbed to the Baconian project “by bringing the body under 

the seeing eye of clinical-laboratory medical science” (p. 317), thus constantly analyzing 

the results by comparing them to a common standard.  Even though it is beneficial for 

physicians to recognize when a patient’s condition has veered away from the norm, 

society as a whole has been injured by the persuasion that everything must achieve the 

standard of normal.  In a clinical setting, “disease, decay, and death” (p. 318) clearly 

threaten normalcy, which explains why society glorifies technology that eliminates those 

threats and conduces a more perfect state of health.   

In a desire to reach this state of perfection, people also expect to meet the norms 

of utility, and if they feel that they are no longer useful, it becomes harder to find the will 

to continue living.  McKenny realizes that there is a temptation within our society to 

understand the body by believing that all incurable suffering is pointless, especially if that 

suffering robs someone of their independence.  Without the control of one’s own body, it 

may appear to the individual that all of his or her moral worth was lost along with the 

body’s potential to produce tangible success.  McKenny sees why some people request 

assistance in dying when they become deeply troubled by a loss of control.  McKenny 

does not know how to reorder society’s internal measurement of moral worth, other than 

by prescribing the Christian notion of community.  Furthermore, he admits that he cannot 

offer an answer to what kind of suffering should be accepted.   

The field of bioethics accommodates discussion of the different sides of debates 

regarding suicide and euthanasia.  In his essay, Rational Suicide and Reasons For Living, 

Hauerwas provides an argument that takes into account Christian perspectives, but 
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according to Hauerwas (1998), he “would not contend that the only basis for 

disapproving suicide is religious” (p. 674).  He does not hesitate to place his religiously 

nuanced case in the public forum, because he believes that anyone who considers the act 

of suicide has already made some sort of moral judgment on the matter, depending on 

what tradition that person follows or ascribes to.  Hauerwas states his belief that suicide is 

morally wrong, because he sees life as a gift given to each individual from a gracious 

Creator.  According to Hauerwas, the gift concept is crucial to understanding why suicide 

is prohibited in so many places.  After accepting the idea of existence as something 

appointed to us, losing the desire to live is arbitrary in relation to the reason for staying 

alive.  If life was given to us by an external being, there is no implication that we should 

love it, but that we are obligated to live it out.  Thus, Hauerwas invalidates arguments 

claiming that suicide is morally justified for those who have exhausted their presumed 

necessary desire to live.  

Hauerwas (1998) reminds readers that death is not something inherently evil to be 

avoided at all costs (p. 675).  Even the Christian tradition, which teaches sanctity of life, 

allows for the receiving of premature death in the form of martyrdom.  In less extreme 

instances, life’s worth can be outweighed by the manifestation of circumstances that 

indicate maintaining life is merely extending an already prevailing death process.  

However, Hauerwas states that only the “inherited wisdom of a community” (p. 675) can 

judge when exactly it would be appropriate to accept a forthcoming death.  In contrast, 

the act of suicide does not draw on the wisdom of the community, but on the reliance of 

an individual’s capricious deliberations.   

Aware that autonomy is a key argument for people who wish to bring about their 
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own death, Hauerwas rejects the assumption that autonomy is of the upmost importance 

in life.  By Hauerwas’ logic, it is impossible to go through life completely alone, because 

each life is touched in some way by another, which allows us to understand the force that 

gives life.  Therefore, Hauerwas compares suicide to abandoning the trust of one’s 

community, and the denial of the reality that the purpose of life is not to be purely 

autonomous.  If someone were truly incapable of determining any reason to continue 

living, then they would be equally incapable of producing an effective reason to die.  

Hauerwas calls upon Todd Andrews, the character of a John Barth novel, to make this 

point clear.  In the process of coming to this realization, Andrews first has to understand 

that if there is any value assigned to his life at all, it can only be actualized by looking to 

others.  Ironically, he finds relative value in himself upon witnessing a young girl’s 

impromptu (and false alarm) crisis of life and death, which provokes a sense of 

responsibility in him toward other humans.  In this way, Hauerwas reaffirms the 

obligation all humans have to each other to continue living.  

Despite Hauerwas’ claim that a community of trust and care should not forsake a 

single member by allowing a suicide to occur, there are those who believe exceptions can 

and should be made for the terminally ill who request euthanasia, which would still 

coincide with their own idea of caring.  For example, Michèle Causse’s close friend, 

Martine, claimed that it was her obligation to respect her friend’s decision to die, and that 

she would not be a true friend to dispute such a personal matter.  Furthermore, instead of 

abandoning her friend who sought out assisted suicide, Martine said she was even more 

attentive to Causse’s needs in her last few days.  

Martine demonstrates the common approach of being supportive for loved ones 
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who desire euthanasia.  Bioethicist and writer, Lebacqz (1998), shares a distressing 

experience of watching a significant person in her life die of bone cancer.  Lebacqz 

declares her opinion that “there are circumstances in which active euthanasia is morally 

justifiable” (p. 667).  To her, those circumstances entail ongoing and uncontrollable pain.  

For those experiencing such pain, it appears that euthanasia would be a great service to 

their lives, and would not be serving death in an evil way. This viewpoint indicates that 

supporters of euthanasia are guided by a sense of empathy, not by inhumanity or 

insouciance.  Lebacqz does not hesitate to deem releasing a loved one of misery as an act 

of compassion.  Different factions have contrasting definitions of compassion, which 

explains why some people use compassion as a reason for esteeming euthanasia as 

morally justified, while others use compassion as a reason for judging euthanasia as 

immoral.  

 
Documents 

The year 1994 was chosen as a reference point in this study for multiple reasons.  

The first reason is because that happens to be the year of the most recent publication of 

the Catechism of the Catholic Church.  Within that same year, the state of Oregon passed 

the Death With Dignity Act, spurring more forceful pushes to legalize assisted suicide in 

other parts of the world.  In the two decades since then, multiple states and countries have 

incorporated euthanasia and physician assisted dying into their legal systems.  The 

Catholic Church has responded disapprovingly in various encyclicals, letters, medical 

conference proceedings, and Ethical and Religious Directives (ERDs), which are 

discussed in the body of the thesis.  In the year 1994, I was one year of age.  Much has 
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happened during the short span of my life within the realm of euthanasia debates, 

propelled, in large part, by Oregon’s passing of the Death With Dignity Act.  

The majority of the analysis focuses on works written by popes of the Catholic 

Church, such as encyclicals or addresses during national conferences.  The Catechism of 

the Catholic Church refers to the pope as the “supreme pastor and teacher of all the 

faithful” (Catholic Church, 1994, § 891).  Only the members of the Holy Trinity—God 

the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit—have more power than the pope, who 

receives assistance from those divine powers (§ 892).  Catholics give the pope “full, 

supreme, and universal power over the whole Church” (§ 882), and rely on him for 

interpretation of the Bible as God intended it to be understood.  That also entails 

application of the philosophies of the Bible into a modern context when necessary.  When 

Peter, the apostle, was appointed “the rock” for the Church to be built upon (Matthew 

16:18, New Revised Standard Version), he was granted authority over official teachings 

of the Church, and in turn, every pope that succeeded Peter has had the highest level of 

authority over the Catholic Church.   

The supporting documents analyzed for this thesis were written by bishops, who 

the Catholic Church considers “vicars” of Christ (§ 894).  Bishops may follow the 

example and advice of the pope, but ultimately derive their authority from Christ, not the 

pope himself.  The Pontifical Academy For Life is a group of bishops who meet annually 

and discuss the ethical issues surrounding life, such as abortion and euthanasia.  Papal 

encyclicals are usually very lengthy, and thus may take a long time to write, whereas an 

entire team of bishops can work together to produce a piece of writing on a focused topic 

in a condensed amount of time.  When discussing current events, The Pontifical 
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Academy For Life has the advantage of being able to respond much more quickly than 

the pope would be able to in his encyclicals.  As events arise that pose a threat to the 

Catholic Church’s teaching of sanctity of life, The Pontifical Academy For Life can 

immediately begin examining the problem at hand.  

A key document highlighted in this thesis is the Ethical and Religious Directives 

for Catholic Health Care Services, compiled by the United States Conference of Catholic 

Bishops.  This document explains how American physicians who ascribe to the Catholic 

Church should practice medicine at the end of a person’s life.   

The discussion in Chapter One and Chapter Two draws from multiple sources 

published before 1994.  Though predating the period for the present study, these 

documents provide historical context to explain the status quo regarding euthanasia laws, 

as well as the school of thought, in various countries.  Understanding the origins of what 

led to the current state of affairs will help determine the road society is on, and thus what 

direction we are headed in for the future.  Additionally, the beginning of Chapter Three 

references a document that was written in 1984, but this document is not analyzed as a 

key source of information for this thesis, it is simply employed for a useful definition that 

brings clarity to the basic Catholic understanding of suffering.  

 
Method of Analysis 

The primary method of research utilized while analyzing these texts was the 

grounded theory approach of constant comparison.  Sociologists Barney G. Glaser and 

Anselm L. Strauss first described the appropriate research methods for grounded theory 

in their book, The Discovery of Grounded Theory (1967), at a historical point of decline 
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for sociological research (Charmaz, 2006).  Born in the field of sociology, grounded 

theory was one of the first comparative analysis research methods to challenge the 

conventional quantitative research protocols that held sway in the mid 20th century.  It has 

become a commonly used—and often preferred—research method in fields such as 

nursing, education, sociology, anthropology, and medical humanities. 

Because the work of popes involves direct exposure and interaction with people 

of all ages and ethnic groups, qualitative sociological research methods have a high 

degree of applicability in examining their documents.  Based on their observations, popes 

have suggested in their encyclical letters that the euthanasia movement is due to a social 

trend in thought.  These authoritative church leaders can be considered undeclared social 

scientists, and their encyclical letters, which bear a resemblance to qualitative research, 

are used for the initial sampling of works analyzed in this study.  Each papal encyclical 

focuses on a particular subject of relevance, but they are related to each other in certain 

aspects.  By means of the constant comparative method established by Glaser and 

Strauss, I have highlighted the themes directly related to end-of-life care that each 

encyclical from 1994 to the present has in common, which are: the timeless value of 

suffering, the immorality of euthanasia, and the paramount importance of compassion.   

As explained by Charmaz (2006), Glaser and Strauss further described a sampling 

process called theoretical sampling.  This strategy involves “seeking and collecting 

pertinent data to elaborate and refine categories in your emerging theory” (p.96).  The 

theoretical sampling done in this study included turning to the publications of bishops, 

and then returning to the popes to read more of their writings, such as addresses or even 

homilies.  Like popes, bishops have frequent exposure and interaction with the 
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population, which makes their writings akin to qualitative social research.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

Understanding Euthanasia 
 
 

Brief History and Etymology of Euthanasia 

The definition for euthanasia that modern society typically agrees on is, 

“deliberately putting an end to someone’s life in order to spare the individual’s 

suffering,” as stated by Michael Manning, in his book Euthanasia and Physician-Assisted 

Suicide: Killing or Caring? (Manning, 1998).  The morality of euthanasia is currently 

debated among political parties, religious denominations, and advocacy groups around 

the world, however, the concept of desiring premature death to avoid suffering is 

certainly not an idea brought about by modernity.  Ancient civilizations, such as Greece, 

consisted mostly of populations that tolerated the practice of voluntary and involuntary 

mercy killings performed by physicians.  Even so, the physicians who followed the 

principles of Hippocrates opposed any action that would result in the harm or death of a 

patient.  Despite the fact that not everyone in this age necessarily agreed with the custom 

of killing another person to end their suffering, it was not outlawed because the majority 

of society did not give credence to ideologies attributing inherent value to human life 

(Dowbiggin, 2005).  

Notwithstanding its Greek etymology, the word euthanasia was not yet used at the 

time of the mercy killings in ancient Greece.  Roman historian, Suetonius, is attributed 

the first recorded use of the word euthanasia, in The Lives of the Caesars during the 

second century AD (Dowbiggin, 2005).  In this instance, Suetonius refers to the death of 
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Augustus Caesar, who died suddenly, painlessly, and not at the hand of himself or 

another.  The term “euthanasia” combines Greek root words eu, meaning “good,” and 

thanatos, meaning “death.”  The word is not seen again in written history until Francis 

Bacon uses the phrase “outward euthanasia” in his De Augmentis Scietiarum, written in 

the 15th century AD.  Dowbiggin (2005) notes “both Bacon and Suetonius employed the 

word in its etymological meaning, that is, to signify an easy death through the mitigation 

of pain rather than a death hastened by a physician through the administration of poison” 

(p. 23).  The alleviation of pain prior to and unto death is the aim of what is now known 

as palliative care.  

The specialization in modern medicine called palliative care mirrors how the 

ancients conceptualized the word euthanasia.  According to an online medical glossary, 

palliative care is defined as “A comprehensive approach to treating serious illness that 

focuses on the physical, psychological, spiritual, and social needs of the patient” 

(Palliative Care, n.d.).  Whether or not the patient receiving palliative care has a terminal 

prognosis, the professional team seeks to maintain the best possible quality of life for the 

patient by “relieving suffering, controlling pain and symptoms, and enabling the patient 

to achieve maximum functional capacity” (Palliative Care, n.d.).  The original definition 

of euthanasia, a good or easy death, seems to be fitting for situations where palliative care 

is commissioned for terminally ill patients with the intent of allowing for a peaceful 

death, while minimizing pain and suffering.  However, as a result of the dawn of the 

modern definition of euthanasia stated above, it would currently be inappropriate to refer 

to palliative care as euthanasia.  
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Today, most countries have laws against euthanasia, in the modern sense of the 

word.  To understand what brought on nearly a worldwide prohibition of euthanasia 

involving the killing of another person, one must understand the paradigm shift from the 

ancient to the modern definition of euthanasia.  As late as the nineteenth century, 

euthanasia still connoted an easy death that did not involve any intention to hasten the 

end of a person’s life.  Carl F. H. Marx used the term in his 1826 lecture entitled, De 

euthanasia medica prolusio, to endorse the practice of physicians providing treatment to 

relieve pain in terminally ill patients, but he never suggested doing anything to 

unnaturally hasten death (Dowbiggin, 2005).  

A few decades later, Samuel Williams used the word euthanasia in a different 

light, which would soon proliferate from England to the rest of the modern world.  

Williams discussed the medicalization of euthanasia in his 1870 speech given to the 

Birmingham Speculative Club in England, where he openly expressed his opinion in 

support of using medication to help a patient bring about death in “hopeless and painful 

instances… whenever so desired by the patient” (cited in Emmanuel, 2004, p. 101).  

Williams was not a physician, but had no qualm with physicians using chloroform or 

other anesthetics on patients who wanted to put an end to their suffering, instead of 

merely relieve it temporarily.  Surprisingly, Williams’ voice was heard not only by the 

club to which he presented his lecture, but also by many others who were able to access a 

printed version of his speech two years later (p. 102).   

The speech was notable due to the popularity it attained, however Williams was 

not the only person who advocated the practice of medical euthanasia in the form of 

lethal anesthesia.  The number of people contemplating Williams’ proposal for medical 
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euthanasia continued to increase, and groups began to form of people advocating the 

legalization of euthanasia.  Debates during and after this time regarding euthanasia were 

in reference to the style of medical euthanasia that Williams suggested.  Thus, the 

“modern” definition of euthanasia permeated the vernacular prior to the start of the 

twentieth century, aided by the invention of anesthesia and the publication of Williams’ 

lecture (Emmanuel, 2004).  

The euthanasia debates that arose in the late nineteenth century proved ineffective 

in motivating legislators to amend the existing laws that banned assisted suicide.  Many 

nations already had laws in place to prohibit suicide and any act of aiding in suicide. The 

transformation of society’s mindset from ancient to modern times is mainly resulting 

from Judeo-Christian ideologies emphasizing the sanctity of life.  The laws of countries 

that are predominantly Christian, such as the United States of America, have tended to 

prohibit suicide, assisted suicide, and euthanasia, due to the Christian principles behind 

many legislative acts.  The Act of December 10, 1828, became the first statute in the 

United States to explicitly outlaw any form of assisted suicide (Washington v. 

Glucksberg, 1997).  This act is a significant starting point for the euthanasia debate in the 

United States and developing countries.   

Since then, legal disagreements have sprouted and multiple campaigns have been 

organized to legalize euthanasia.  Endeavoring to uphold traditional Christian principles 

respecting life, the Catholic Church has taken a firm stance against the euthanasia 

movement from the movement’s beginning.  Pope Pius XII, informed of the proceedings 

of the 3rd General Assembly of the World Medical Association (WMA) in 1949, 

expressed appreciation of the WMA’s denunciation of euthanasia in their adoption of 
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both the International Code of Medical Ethics and the Geneva Oath (1954).  Amid a 

barrage of pro-euthanasia arguments, the Catholic Church did not remain silent 

throughout the decades, but consistently opposed legalization of euthanasia.  In 1980, the 

Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith issued the Declaration on Euthanasia, which 

explains the reasoning of the Catholic Church behind its admonition of euthanasia.  

In spite of efforts made by the Catholic Church, constituents of Oregon succeeded 

in passing of the Death with Dignity Act in 1994 with a resulting 51 percent to 49 percent 

ballot discrepancy, making Oregon the first governing body in the world to approve 

physician-assisted suicide (Egan, 1997).  The Catholic Church led the opposing faction of 

advocators against the act, and the Vatican expressed their own sentiments regarding the 

day the act was passed as “a day of mourning for all humanity” (Egan, 1997).  However, 

the Death with Dignity Act did not take immediate effect due to an ensuing three-year 

legal battle, which ended with the United States Supreme Court declaring the absence of 

a constitutionally specified right to die.  Within a few weeks, Oregon voters returned to 

the polls to officially vote the act into effect.  In Oregon, nobody used the law in 1997, 

but 15 people died from the prescribed lethal drugs in 1998, the first full year of the 

program (Verhovek, 1999).  Provisions for the Death with Dignity Act include eligibility 

rules and proper protocol for physicians and patients.  

According to the Oregon Death With Dignity Act of 1994, eligibility rules require 

the patient to be an Oregon resident who is 18 years of age or older, and capable of 

making his or her own medical decisions.  The patient is required to have an attending 

physician, licensed in Oregon, who diagnosed him or her with a terminal illness and gave 

a prognosis of less than six months to live.  If these prerequisites have been met, then the 
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patient can make the first oral request to the attending physician to receive the lethal 

prescription.   

The procedure to be followed requires that the patient see a consulting physician, 

who must verify the initial diagnosis and confirm that the patient is mentally competent.  

If either physician determines that the patient’s judgment is impaired, the patient must be 

referred for a psychological examination.  The attending physician must inform the 

patient of the medication’s risks and probable results, as well as the alternative options, 

such as palliative care or hospice.  The attending physician must request that the patient 

notify their next-of-kin of the prescription request.  The patient must wait at least 15 days 

after the first oral request, before making a second oral request to the attending physician, 

and at the time of the second request, the physician must offer the patient the chance to 

rescind his or her request to die.  If the patient does not rescind the request, the patient 

may then make a written request to the physician.  A waiting period of at least 48 hours 

must pass before the patient can pick up prescribed medications from the pharmacy.   

Outside of Oregon, the worldwide controversy surrounding euthanasia continued.  

Australia’s Northern Territory legalized assisted suicide in 1996, only to repeal the law 

nine months later (Verhovek, 1999).  In 1999, Jack Kevorkian, MD, was actually 

sentenced to prison in Michigan for the murder of Thomas Youk, who suffered from Lou 

Gehrig’s disease and voluntarily asked to die.  The Netherlands legalized physician 

assisted suicide and euthanasia in 2001.  Advocators of physician-assisted suicide had a 

successful year in 2008, which is when Luxembourg adopted a law to allow for 

euthanasia, and two more states, Washington and Montana, followed in Oregon’s 

footsteps by legalizing physician-assisted suicide (Historical Timeline - History of 
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Euthanasia and Physician Assisted Suicide).  Following a verdict issued by the Supreme 

Court of Canada, on February 16, 2015, Canada became the most recent nation to remove 

the prohibition of physician-assisted suicide from its legislation (Carter v. Canada, 

2015). This ruling is scheduled to take effect in February of 2016.  

The terms euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide have both been mentioned, 

and they must be properly defined to eliminate confusion.  The medical and legal 

communities make distinctions between types of euthanasia, in order to differentiate 

between what is and is not permitted in certain nations or states. Euthanasia can be 

divided into the classifications active and passive.  Gert and Culver (1986) define passive 

euthanasia as “the physician’s abiding by the rational valid refusal of life-sustaining 

treatment of a patient or his surrogate decision-maker” (p. 35).  This is the least 

controversial form of euthanasia.  Active euthanasia, on the other hand, involves the 

physician either directly administering or providing a means that will end a patient’s life 

(Gert & Culver).   

Another way of classifying euthanasia depends on who consented to it.  Smith and 

Kaczor refer to these designations as voluntary, non-voluntary, or involuntary (p. 99).  If 

the patient desires the euthanasia, and expresses that to the physician as the preferred 

means of death, it is considered voluntary euthanasia.  If the patient does not explicitly 

desire the euthanasia, there are two further ways for it to be distinguished: non-voluntary 

and involuntary.  If the patient is incompetent, thus unable to make decisions regarding 

their healthcare, non-voluntary euthanasia is performed at the request of the patient’s 

family member or durable power of attorney.  Examples of people with medical 

incompetence include children, coma induced patients, or people with mental disabilities.  
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Involuntary euthanasia is performed against the will of the patient, therefore is obviously 

illegal in medicine.  

Physician-assisted suicide is considered voluntary active euthanasia, because it is 

a means of dying provided by the physician at the request of the patient.  According to 

the American Medical Association’s Code of Medical Ethics (1996), a physician who 

provides the necessary means of dying, even if the physician does not directly perform 

the action that kills the patient, is participating in physician-assisted suicide (2.211).  A 

common means of physician-assisted suicide is via a lethal dose of a medication, which is 

considered active euthanasia by Gert and Culver’s (1986) definition, regardless of if the 

physician injects the medication straight into the patients’ veins or if the physician leaves 

lethal pills at the bedside for the patient.   

According to the Death with Dignity Act, which the voters of Oregon approved in 

1994, the physician may assist the patient by prescribing a medication that will cause 

death, but the patient is the individual who “accept[s] full moral responsibility for [the] 

actions” (The Oregon Death With Dignity Act, 1994).  Notwithstanding the commonly 

accepted definition of active euthanasia, the state of Oregon, as well as the legislatures of 

the states who followed suit, does not denote the decriminalized assisted death process as 

“euthanasia.”  No state in the United States has passed a law to allow for a method of 

euthanasia that involves a direct lethal injection by the physician.   

Due to the differing intents and assessments of medical, legal, and religious 

organizations, a variety of definitions exist for the terms euthanasia and physician-

assisted suicide.  For the purposes of this thesis, use of the word euthanasia will refer to 

all forms of euthanasia that have been previously discussed, including physician-assisted 
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suicide, unless otherwise specified.  This is in accordance to the beliefs of the Catholic 

Church, which will be explained.   

 

Catholic Perspective on Human Dignity and Value 

During his papacy, John Paul II, the 164th pope of the Catholic Church, wrote the 

encyclical entitled Evangelium Vitae, which translates from Latin to “Gospel of Life” 

(1995).  The primary theme in this encyclical is the sanctity of life, which John Paul II 

seeks to emphasize and defend.  Pope John Paul II reflects on Romans 2:14-15, which 

proclaims that even though the Gentiles “do not posses the law… They show that what 

the law requires is written on their hearts, to which their own conscience also bears 

witness” (New Revised Standard Version).  Thus, Pope John Paul II is hopeful that all 

people in today’s society-–whether they be Catholic or of the secular population–will 

understand and respect life by way of the natural law (John Paul II, 1995, § 2).  Pope 

John Paul II asserts the “natural law” that God embeds in every man as a necessary basis 

from which civil law should be created (§ 70).  Since the Bible implies that every person 

inherently contains an understanding of the sanctity of life, the pope expects everyone to 

respect (if not defend) all human life forms.  

According to John Paul II, every human life has equal worth in God’s eyes; 

therefore, we must allot equal dignity to every human.  We are all in the same family, and 

are responsible for looking after each other’s life, especially the lives of society’s weakest 

members (§ 8).  These so-called weak populations include youth, elderly, immigrants, the 

sick, and the dying.  We cannot isolate these populations, or make it seem like they are 

burdensome to society.  John Paul II makes it clear that we must promote unity between 
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all members of the human family, and not forget the weak populations that others might 

ignore or treat with indifference.   

Pope John Paul II stresses that anyone who attempts to curtail life in an unnatural 

way does so in direct opposition to the will of God.  John Paul II draws from The Second 

Vatican Council to provide the following examples of mankind opposing life: “murder, 

genocide, abortion, euthanasia, or willful self-destruction, whatever violates the integrity 

of the human person, such as mutilation, torments inflicted on body or mind, [and] 

attempts to coerce the will itself” (§ 3).  Instigators of any of these practices will greatly 

diminish their own moral standing with God.  Pope John Paul II reminds readers that the 

Catholic Church has always been opposed to suicide, which is of equal immorality as 

murder (§ 66).  Furthermore, according to Pope John Paul II: 

To concur with the intention of another person to commit suicide and to 
help in carrying it out through so-called ‘assisted suicide’ means to 
cooperate in, and at times to be the actual perpetrator of, an injustice 
which can never be excused, even if it is requested (§ 66).   
 
Since the Roman Catholic Church is against suicide (assisted or not), and thus 

euthanasia, Catholic leaders do not find it necessary to argue on the distinction between 

the varying classifications of euthanasia.  However, the Catholic Church does indicate 

that they recognize a difference between active and passive euthanasia.  In the Catechism 

of the Catholic Church, it is clear that all active forms of euthanasia are forbidden, in the 

statement, “Whatever its motives or means, direct euthanasia consists in putting an end to 

the lives of handicapped, sick, or dying persons. It is morally unacceptable” (Catholic 

Church, 1994, §2277).  In this case, the Catholic Church chose to use the word direct; 

nonetheless, the statement is congruous to the aforementioned definition of active 

euthanasia.   
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Passive euthanasia, on the other hand, proves somewhat more of a challenge to 

establish moral parameters for.  While interpreting what the Catholic Church mandates 

for the refusal of medical treatment, there lies the potential to apprehend a moral gray 

area.  One may question where exactly the Catholic Church makes the distinction 

between a morally prohibited act of euthanasia and a permissible act of “discontinuing 

medical procedures that are burdensome, dangerous, extraordinary, or disproportionate to 

the expected outcome” (Catholic Church, 1994, §2278).  The Catechism states that the 

difference manifests itself in will of the individual.  An underlying desire to purposefully 

elicit death is not an acceptable reason to refuse medical treatment.  However, if death is 

already irreversibly imminent, only then it would be acceptable to cease or refuse 

pointless treatment.  Even though the accepted definition of passive euthanasia entails the 

refusal of life-sustaining treatment, instances involving the declining of treatment in a 

person with an inability to impede death are not considered euthanasia by the Catholic 

Church’s definition.  The extenuating circumstances in which a patient can refuse 

treatment, and remain within the limits of Catholic moral code, will be further explained 

in chapter four.  If extenuating factors are taken to account that allow for some cases of 

discontinuing medical procedures to be ruled out of the definition of passive euthanasia, 

all forms of euthanasia are put in the same category for the Catholic Church.  Thus, there 

is no room for confusion; the Catholic Church opposes all euthanasia.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

Suffering 
 
 

Culture of Death 

Today’s western cultural milieu does not value suffering.  People who are 

influenced by modern western culture generally believe that suffering is the worst thing 

that can happen to a person, and thus should be avoided whenever possible.  As a result, 

some people deem euthanasia an acceptable practice, in an attempt to evade prolonged 

suffering when a sick person is in severe pain or discomfort.  People who support 

euthanasia may deem the act to be one of compassion; however, Catholic theology asserts 

the act to be an abuse of the dignity of society’s weakest and most vulnerable members, 

Additionally, those not in favor of euthanasia suggest that its proponents do not respect 

God’s control of life. 

In his encyclical, Caritas in Veritate, Pope Benedict XVI (2009) claims that we 

are currently living in a “culture of death” (§ 75).  This recent philosophy has 

surreptitiously influenced many people into thinking that there are situations that would 

make life no longer worthy of living.  Benedict XVI believes society’s new 

understanding of human life is based off of materialistic and mechanistic ideals.  A reader 

might wonder how society acquired this culture of death. 

Pope John Paul II was also aware of the transformation occurring in society 

regarding the way we approach death.  In an Address to the Members of the Pontifical 

Academy for Life, Pope John Paul II (1999) points out an increasing phenomenon in 
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developing societies of abandoning the dying.  He claimed that for most people in the 

modern world, pursuit of material well-being does not include death in the schema, thus 

death no longer has “value,” nor does suffering. This mindset leads to the desire to 

conceal death, which, according to John Paul II, has become a sociocultural dimension.  

In 1999, the Pontifical Academy for Life warns against what could happen if 

euthanasia becomes internationally accepted.  Their “Final Declaration given of the 5th 

General Assembly,” was two years after Oregon’s Death With Dignity Act had been in 

effect, and 43 individuals within the state had ended their lives with the lethal 

prescription.  According to the bishops making up the Academy, Christians and non-

Christians alike are usually in agreement that killing another person should be avoided, 

and incorporating such an act into the legal system around the world would drastically 

deviate from the norm, causing society as a whole to suffer (§ 7).  

In 2001, the Netherlands officially made euthanasia legal for persons at least 16 

year of age throughout the country.  The Dutch Euthanasia Act decriminalized the act of 

physician-assisted suicide, as long as the process complied with the proper life-ending 

method and upon the request of the patient, who is sufficiently informed, has reasonable 

alternatives, and consults two physicians that agree that the patient’s suffering is 

unbearable and hopeless (Buiting et al., 2009).  Since unbearable and hopeless suffering 

can only be determined by the subjective values of each individual patient, Buiting et al. 

examined the reports of euthanasia from 2005 performed in accordance with the Dutch 

Euthanasia Act.  The Dutch Act emphasizes the notion of alleviating suffering, in slight 

contrast to the Oregon Act, which stresses patient dignity and autonomy, according to 

Buiting et al.  The review committee of the Dutch Euthanasia Act reported symptoms 
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declared by the patients to justify their unbearable suffering, and accounts from the 

physicians to warrant hopelessness of the suffering.   

People have different values, opinions, and pain-tolerances; thus, patients will 

consider different motivations as causes of their “unbearable” suffering.  To clarify what 

unbearable suffering represents for patients who utilized the Dutch Euthanasia Act in 

2005, Buiting et al.’s (2009) study shows that each patient could choose more than one 

option within the categories of “symptoms,” types of “function loss,” and “other aspects.”  

Patients most frequently marked pain as a symptom that brought unbearable suffering 

(32% of patients), most frequently marked being bedridden as an function loss that 

brought unbearable suffering (19% of patients), and most frequently marked dependency 

as another aspect of unbearable suffering (28% of patients).  It is important to note the 

top reasons that people list as what they consider unbearable. 

In addition to the legal sanctioning of euthanasia in adults diagnosed with 

terminally ill diseases, the Netherlands also has a recent history of allowing for 

euthanasia to be carried out on newborns.  As explained by Verhagen and Sauer (2005), 

Dutch physicians reported euthanasia as the cause of death on twenty-two death 

certificates of infants in the Netherlands between the years 1998 and 2005.  The 

euthanasia described falls under the specific category of active euthanasia.  Withdrawing 

life-saving treatment in patients that could have survived with intensive care does indeed 

constitute euthanasia by the Catholic Church’s definition; however Verhagen and Sauer 

did not list the number of those occurrences, which were recorded as deaths by natural 

causes.  Since the twenty-two mentioned patients could have been kept alive without 

intensive medical treatment, albeit with high levels of suffering, physicians had to make 
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difficult decisions in cooperation with the parents to determine the potential quality of 

life of the newborn individuals.  In all twenty-two cases, the patients’ were expected to 

have extremely poor qualities of life, filled with unbearable suffering and a lack of self-

sufficiency.  Thus, even though the law was technically violated, the district attorney and 

the minister of justice spared the attending physicians from prosecution. 

In 2002, a team of Dutch pediatric physicians in the city of Groningen set out to 

make clearer guidelines and requirements for active euthanasia in newborns, so they 

created what is called the Groningen protocol.  To meet the criteria of the protocol, both 

parents must consent, the diagnosis and prognosis must be undeniable, the suffering of 

the infant must be unbearable and hopeless, a second physician must verify the diagnosis, 

prognosis, and patient suffering, and the procedure must follow the appropriate medical 

standard (Verhagen & Sauer, 2005).  

Monsignor Elio Sgreccia, President Emeritus of the Pontifical Academy for Life, 

responds to the continued acceptance of euthanasia policies in the Netherlands.  

Monsignor Sgreccia (2004), aghast that the Netherlands included adolescents, and even 

infants, in their euthanasia laws, states, “Recent events in The Netherlands have gone far 

beyond the ethical norms concerning clinical experimentation.”  According to Monsignor 

Sgreccia, it is especially immoral to allow parents to euthanize their newborn infants, 

since infants are part of a vulnerable population who are not being given the opportunity 

to indicate they are actually undergoing unbearable pain and are unable to provide 

consent.  Within the context of euthanasia, he declares that the law of slippery slope is 

already in action in the Netherlands and elsewhere in Europe.  Slippery slope arguments, 
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often referred to as slippery slope fallacies, usually are not held in high esteem, and 

Monsignor Sgreccia acknowledges that fact.   

Nonetheless, Monsignor Sgreccia is willing to warrant his claim with Dutch 

legislative events over the past few years as sufficient evidence.  First, the Netherlands 

joined in the ranks with other countries where euthanasia is legal for competent adults 

who explicitly request it.  Then, the Netherlands lowers the legal age for those who can 

receive euthanasia to include consenting adolescents with parental approval.  Finally, the 

Groningen protocol becomes accepted as the norm, thus allowing parents and two 

physicians to sign off on the death of an infant.  This latest installment negates a portion 

of the first Dutch euthanasia law, which stated that euthanasia would only be approved by 

a patient who made the request in writing, a requirement that is impossible for an infant 

to accomplish.  This may be an example of what The Pontifical Academy For Life 

warned about in their 1999 “Final Declaration.”  The Netherlands might very well be 

drastically deviating from the norm; however, it is hard to say if society is already 

suffering the consequences.  

Monsignor Sgreccia believes that we will all suffer if the norm becomes so 

accepting of euthanasia and other threats to life, that judges will no longer be able to 

recognize basic forms of abuse.  He hopes to stop this ongoing “gradual decline in 

humanity” before other vulnerable populations are taken advantage of in an effort to 

maximize pleasure and minimize pain.  Similar to what McKenny would call our 

society’s Baconian quest for the ideal, Monsignor Sgreccia observes our society heading 

closer to a completely utilitarian mindset.  Furthermore, Monsignor Sgreccia notes that 
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our culture is loosing its humanity as we continue to let the strong and healthy dominate 

society.  

 

Catholic Outlook on Suffering 

The Catholic Church teaches that suffering is not only unavoidable, but also a 

necessary aspect of humanity.  In his Apostolic Letter Salvifici Doloris (Salvific 

Suffering), Pope John Paul II (1984) defines suffering in the context of both the Old and 

New Testaments, since they have slightly different delineations within language.  

Although this letter will be used to convey appropriate definitions of suffering and evil, it 

will not be further analyzed in this thesis.   

In the Old Testament, suffering was simply associated with evil.  However, in the 

New Testament, suffering is used as a verb to express evil being experienced.  Instead of 

evil and suffering being one and the same object, the person becomes a definite object 

while the evil becomes the metaphysical subject of suffering being felt.  According to 

Pope John Paul II (1984), evil is “a certain lack, limitation or distortion of good” (§ 7).  

Humans can endure suffering in varying degrees and in different contexts of life, such as 

physically, psychologically, socially, or spiritually.  The Bible does not hide this fact, and 

provides many examples of hardship, which Catholic popes frequently point out to 

remind others that they are not alone in their trials.  Each of the last three popes attests to 

the inadvertent difficulty that individuals may experience when dealing with their own 

subjective form of suffering, or when attempting to determine why God would have 

caused it.   
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Pope John Paul II and Pope Benedict XVI both address suffering by shedding 

light on the biblical story of Job.  Pope Benedict XVI (2005) asserts that Job’s grueling 

trek through life would have put him in a position to reasonably protest God’s unfair 

allocation of suffering amongst his people (§ 38).  The key element in this assertion is 

that Job may have lamented in bewilderment, but he did not challenge God.  Even in his 

position of authority over the Catholic Church, Pope Benedict XVI admits the 

impossibility of humans ever comprehending God’s rationale for permitting the 

occurrence of pain and suffering.  Reflecting upon the Book of Job, Pope John Paul II 

(1995) states, “But even when the darkness is deepest, faith points to a trusting and 

adoring acknowledgment of the ‘mystery’” (§ 31).  The mystery he refers to is God’s 

limitless and unhindered ability to accomplish anything.  Pope John Paul II suggests 

following in the footsteps of Job to likewise come to the realization that God is all-

powerful, thus one needs nothing more than to have faith in God that the darkest of times 

can be overcome.  

The faith proposed by the Catholic Church requires accepting the notion of 

mystery.  Faith in God does not entail understanding, but in fact, demands the opposite.  

Pope Benedict XVI (2005) evokes the words of Saint Augustine, which translate to “if 

you understand him, he is not God” (§ 38).  According to this declaration, God’s 

incomprehensible nature is a fundamental aspect of his identity.  Despite humanity’s 

necessary ignorance, Pope Benedict XVI claims that Christians can still believe in his 

goodness, while crying out to him during our struggles.  During his crucifixion, Jesus 

could not contain the exclamation, “My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” 

(Matthew 27:46, New Revised Standard Version)  Pope Benedict XVI illustrates this 
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instance when Jesus, like any other human, cried out to God, to argue in favor of this 

action that allows us to concurrently admit weakness and confirm our faith in his 

boundless power.  

Embracing the abstract idea of mystery and treading blindly into an obscure future 

may seem like an impossible task and a preposterous expectation, especially when life is 

ridden with obstacles that hide life’s meaning.  Jesus was, and still is, an ideal figure to 

turn to for guidance about the philosophy of life and suffering’s value in our life.  As 

explained by Pope Benedict XVI (2007), prior to and during the age of early Christianity, 

the discipline of philosophy was commonly understood by many as the art of raw 

humanity: living and dying in their truest forms.  People who were considered experts in 

this field of philosophy were able to teach the art of living and dying.  Noting the image 

on a third century sarcophagus of Jesus holding the “Gospel in one hand and the 

philosopher’s travelling staff in the other” (§ 6), Pope Benedict XVI considers him a 

“true philosopher,” because Jesus shed light on how humans can reasonably maneuver 

their way through life.  Society highly esteemed philosophers at that time, and Jesus 

naturally assumed a very revered part within Christianity.  According to Benedict XVI, 

Jesus assumed the role of philosopher by showing us not only how to live our lives, but 

how to find meaning in life that can transcend suffering and even death.   

The Catholic understanding of Christ’s dual nature as both divine being and 

human being allows him to truly experience all aspects of human suffering in the same 

manner as every other person who has ever lived (Catholic Church, 1994, § 470).  The 

Gospels offer the tragic narrative of Jesus’s execution as a means for all audiences to 

relate to intense human suffering.  According to the biblical narrative, Procurator Pontius 
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Pilate bowed to mob protests and ordered Jesus to be beaten and eventually crucified.  

Nonetheless, the Gospel According to Luke reminds Christians, “Was it not necessary 

that the Messiah should suffer these things and then enter into his glory?” (Luke 24:26, 

New Revised Standard Version)  

God knew that humans were suffering and lost, which Pope Benedict XVI (2005) 

points out is the purpose for Jesus being sent to the world.  At the beginning of his first 

encyclical, Deus Caritas Est (God is Love), Pope Benedict XVI draws attention to the 

wound in Jesus’s side, to recount the physical afflictions Jesus suffered so that we could 

attain salvation, and no longer be like “stray sheep” (§ 12) that have wandered too far 

from the correct path.  Pope Benedict XVI recommends that humans view Jesus’s self-

sacrifice on the cross as a way to start understanding God’s love.  The entire purpose of 

Christ’s death on the cross was to lovingly save humans from the suffering they brought 

upon themselves after getting lost down the path of sin.  The role of Jesus is to shepherd 

humans down the path of righteousness during life on earth, and then lead them after 

death as well.  Since Jesus conquered death when he was resurrected three days after 

being crucified, Pope Benedict XVI (2007) assures that Jesus “shows us the way beyond 

death” (§ 6), and will comfort every individual as they make the journey into the afterlife.  

Here, Pope Benedict XVI uses Psalm 23 to demonstrate that every human soul is 

accompanied by a divine presence at all times.   

Pope Benedict XVI (2005) uses the Eucharist as New Testament proof that God is 

perpetually with all persons.  Pope Benedict discusses Jesus’s offering of his body and 

blood at the Last Supper as a way to provide the disciples with nourishment for their 

entire essence (§ 13).  From that point on, all of humanity would have a new and concrete 
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way to experience God’s presence.  Whenever someone partakes in the sacrament of 

Holy Communion, the single person assumes the capacity to unite to Jesus Christ, as well 

as all Christians.  Pope Benedict XVI explains that since we all unite to him at once, we 

become one body of Christ.  Every class of people can embody Christ, including “the 

hungry, the thirsty, the stranger, the naked, the sick and those in prison” (§ 15).  Since 

Jesus represents God, and Jesus is united to every person, God simultaneously extends 

his love to all of humanity through the intermediary role of his son.   

Pope Benedict XVI (2007) wrote Spe Salvi to emphasize the redeeming quality of 

God’s love.  The title itself is part of the phrase “Spe salvi facti sumus,” a line from 

Romans 8:24, which translates from Latin to the English phrase “in hope we are saved” 

(§ 1).  Pope Benedict XVI bids the audience remember the bleakness of being “without 

hope and without God in the world” (Ephesians 2:12, New International Version) prior to 

knowing Christ.  Furthermore, Pope Benedict XVI maintains that whoever affirms the 

only truly unconditional love, God’s love, will be redeemed in any and every situation in 

life (§ 26).  The love that God offers to his children is so absolute and transcendental that 

“neither death, nor life… nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from 

the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Romans 8:38-39, New Revised 

Standard Version).   

In a recent Mass held in the Chapel of the Domus Sanctae Marthae, Pope Francis 

reflected on the subject of suffering, and professed that “It is not easy, but it is possible to 

contemplate Jesus suffering and humanity suffering” and to live “a life hidden in God 

with Jesus” (2013).  Pope Francis suggests that the only way we can humble ourselves in 

times of distress is by contemplating Jesus in his suffering, and remembering that he 
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silently endured every punishment inflicted upon him over the course of his entire painful 

scourging and crucifixion.  In reverence of the feast day of the Holy Name of Mary, Pope 

Francis aptly implores the audience to turn to the Blessed Virgin Mother to ask her for 

the grace to endure the sufferings of life.  Pope Francis also highlights Saint Paul’s Letter 

to the Colossians to emphasize the necessity of grace to enable anyone to be strengthened 

exponentially more with God’s help than on one’s own accord.   

Pope Benedict XVI devoted time during his papacy to reflect on the existence of 

suffering in a in the encyclical letter, Caritas in Veritate (2009).  Pope Benedict XVI 

presents real examples of suffering going on in our world today.  Even though there are 

plenty of examples of hardship people endured in biblical times, Pope Benedict XVI 

seeks to demonstrate that modern society endures a version of suffering in relation to our 

context in time.  Pope Benedict XVI presents examples that appeal to the emotions.  One 

key aspect of modernity that is the source of much suffering is the increase of social 

inequality, occurring within countries and between countries (2009, § 32).  He suggests 

that we contemplate the conditions of the impoverished.  But not just their physical 

surroundings, such as lack of food or shelter, invite suffering, but rather severe 

exploitation due to the unbalanced growth (§ 23).  Likewise, the unemployed suffer great 

psychological and spiritual suffering due to lack of freedom and creativity outlets (§ 25).  

Some people might wonder how to relate their own daily sufferings, such as 

psychological suffering, to the sufferings of the impoverished or the rare form of 

persecution that Jesus endured on the cross.  The Catechism of the Catholic Church 

(1994) notes that the Son of God was “rejected by the elders and chief priests and the 

scribes” throughout his life prior to his unjust crucifixion (§ 572).   
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Catholic theology teaches that humans must remember their relationship with 

God, their Creator, and should not be persuaded into thinking that they have the right to 

decide when their own lives will end.  Pope Benedict XVI (2009) uses the gift analogy to 

remind audiences that life is a gift and we are not the creator of ourselves; thus, we 

cannot be the “sole author” (§ 34) that writes the story of our lives, nor determines the 

conclusion.  In the context of the encyclical Caritas in Veritate, (Love in Truth), humans 

are made for the gift of charity, since humans are inherently gifts to both themselves and 

each other.  God allows humans to come together in a united community, that is 

responsible for one another and as a whole can support any weaker member.   

If someone is suffering, that does not make his or her life meaningless, and does 

not give one the right to liberate oneself from suffering by intentionally hastening death 

via euthanasia.  Someone who does not see the meaning in his or her own life might not 

be taking into account just how much he or she means to another person.  Since the 

Catholic Church teaches that we are all gifts to one another, suicide thus becomes a 

selfish act of taking away someone else’s gift.  According to this model, the act of suicide 

does not just weaken the individual; it necessarily weakens the entire community. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Catholic Directives at the End-of-Life 
 
 

Instruction to the Medical Community 

According to the Ethical and Religious Directives for Catholic Health Care 

Services, medical care for the dying primarily involves managing the patient’s pain to 

tolerable levels (United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, 2009, p.29).  The 

Conference of Catholic Bishops declare that we must fulfill our duty to glorify God by 

preserving our life in the most natural way possible, which entails both the utilization of 

medical advancements that promote life, as well as allowing for death to occur at the time 

that God deems appropriate.  Technology is a double-edged sword that can be helpful as 

a means of preserving life; however, it should be avoided if used to deliberately result in 

death.  When deciding what is best for their situation, patients should keep in mind that 

the end goal is not survival at all costs.  We are mortal humans, taking care of the life that 

God gave to us until the day God takes it away.  Every individual patient must determine 

if it would be ethically favorable to use the proven methods or technologies available to 

fight the particular medical affliction, or if it would be acceptable to turn away from 

treatment that seems too burdensome. 

A terminally ill patient may be overwhelmed with the myriad of existing medical 

technologies, in addition to the confusion and stress they may be dealing with due to their 

approaching death.  Therefore, the physician is responsible for presenting the patient with 

all the information regarding their state of health and the available treatments that would 
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allow for an informed and ethical decision to be made (United States Conference of 

Catholic Bishops, 2009, §55).  Patients are not simply permitted to utilize medicinal 

means of preserving their own life, but they are morally obligated to do so when 

proportionate to their circumstances.  The patient must weigh the options and decide what 

form of treatment would offer a “reasonable hope of benefit” (§ 56) without imposing an 

undue burden upon the self, physically, or upon the community, financially.  

A patient may decide that a certain treatment would be more of a burden than a 

benefit, in which case that particular means of preserving life would be 

disproportionately more afflicting than beneficial to the individual patient.  A treatment 

of that nature would be considered extraordinary, thus removing a moral obligation for 

the patient to undertake the treatment (§ 57). 

To eliminate any chance of question, included in the ERD is the clarification that 

nutrition and hydration are not considered extraordinary means; thus, there is a moral 

obligation to provide a patient with such care (§ 58).  However, The United States 

Conference of Catholic Bishops identifies a point in time when the administration of 

nutrition and hydration is no longer a moral obligation. In accordance with the provided 

model of proportionate and disproportion means of care, the patient may discontinue 

accepting nutrition and hydration if it becomes an excessive burden or if it will not 

provide an actual benefit for a patient very near to the end of life (§58). 

In his Address to the Participants of the International Congress on “Life-

Sustaining Treatments and the Vegetative state” (2004), Pope John Paul II explains in 

detail why patients in a vegetative state must continue to receive ordinary means of life 

support in the form of nutrition and hydration.  Providing nutrition by artificial means is 
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still considered a natural way of preserving life.  If it costs too much to continue 

providing the nutrition, that would be when the community should step in to help, instead 

of deciding to discontinue administration of the nutrition and hydration.  There is also no 

difference in the level of dignity held between a person in a vegetative state and a person 

not in a vegetative state.  The term itself is deceiving, because it leads people to consider 

individuals in a vegetative state to be more like peas and carrots, which can mask the fact 

that they will always be human.  Additionally, there is no real difference between 

vegetative state and permanent vegetative state, because they both demonstrate cortical 

responses to certain kids of stimuli.  The bottom line is, the Roman Catholic Church 

allots all humans equal amounts of dignity, regardless of if they are perfectly conscious, 

in a vegetative state, or even in a permanent vegetative state. 

 
Catholic Argument against Euthanasia 

Various documents existing in the realm of healthcare maintain that euthanasia is 

unacceptable.  The Pontifical Academy for Life references the Hippocratic Oath, as well 

as the World Health Organization’s “Declaration on Euthanasia,” as documents explicitly 

stating that physicians should not end a patient’s life, even if it is requested by the patient 

or relatives of the patient.  In recent years, however, some nations have been adding laws 

that allow for euthanasia.   

The Pontifical Academy for Life (2000), in “Respect for the Dignity of the 

Dying” addresses the passing of new laws in The Netherlands that allow for euthanasia.  

The government in the Netherlands justifies euthanasia for medical cases of “serious and 

irreversible illness accompanied by suffering” (§ 2) as long as the patient undergoes a 

medical examination that is supposedly rigorous.  The Pontifical Academy for Life 
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tackles two main points The Netherlands government makes to warrant legalizing 

euthanasia: the pointlessness of unbearable pain and patient autonomy.  The Academy 

responds to these claims with counterarguments based on the Church’s teachings and 

papal encyclicals. 

Thanks to palliative treatment and analgesic medications, pain is no longer a valid 

justification for euthanasia, according the Pontifical Academy for Life (2000, § 4).  

Patients should not have to worry about pain, which can usually be made tolerable or 

completely alleviated with medicine, as well as psychological support such as spiritual 

guidance.  If a patient experiencing suffering indicates that they would prefer death, it is 

usually as a final attempt to indicate they are in need of human closeness and have the 

desire to be treated appropriately.  Thus, if the patient desires euthanasia due to 

intolerable pain, then the source of the problem is a lack of people who should be 

surrounding the patient and supporting them throughout their time of suffering.  Those 

who feel called to promote solidarity amongst human kind would be humanistic in 

showing compassion to their fellow humans in pain and suffering.  A strong network of 

support for a sick person can prevent depression, anguish, and the thoughts that lead to 

the desire for euthanasia.  Human suffering can never be entirely eliminated from our 

lives, and it has more meaning than most people attribute it to have in today’s 

consumerist society.  A sick person in the midst of suffering would greatly benefit from 

not just love and encouragement, but specifically encouragement offered from a Christian 

perspective. 

The Pontifical Academy for Life explains that people who believe that personal 

autonomy justifies euthanasia have taken the notion of autonomy to an extreme by 
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extending the limits of individual freedom far beyond where they should be (2000, §5).  

Autonomy implies freedom and self-determination, but some people mistakenly define 

their freedom by the power to conquer life itself.  A person must first understand that his 

or her life is a gift from God, therefore only God can be in absolute control of anyone’s 

life.  The gift of life gives people both the freedom and the responsibility “to do good 

according to the truth.”  An attempt to prematurely curtail life of oneself or another 

person would be denying the truth of the source of every being’s existence.  If this 

fundamental truth about life is rejected by society, further abuses to life are likely to 

follow. 

 
Compassion: The Community Responsibility 

Christians believe that Christ poured out pure love to every person he 

encountered, and showed true compassion for the sick.  Jesus played the role of a healing 

physician who restored health to both the body and soul.  In the Gospel According to 

Mark, one example of Jesus’s miraculous healing was when he absolved a paralyzed man 

from sin, thus allowing him to walk again.  In the same chapter, Jesus proclaimed to the 

Pharisees, “It is not the healthy who need a doctor, but the sick.  I have come to call not 

the righteous, but sinners” (Mark 2:17, New Revised Standard Version).  In this instance, 

sinners are accentuated as the sick people that Jesus has come to save from the disease of 

iniquity.  Jesus performed many miracles of healing as a way of showing compassion to 

God’s people; however, he intentionally stressed the healing of the soul instead of merely 

the body.  Thus, compassion entails more than desiring the recovery of another person’s 

physical state, but also the soul’s well being.  
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In the Catechism of the Catholic Church, physical and psychological illnesses are 

listed as examples of human misery that indicate humanity’s inherent need for the 

compassion of Christ (Catholic Church, 1994, § 2448).  Since Jesus was both God and 

man, he endured forms of human misery, and was able to empathize with the sufferings 

of men and women.  Not only did he personally relate to those undergoing misery, he 

willingly took the pain of mankind upon himself throughout his life, which culminated in 

his dying on the Cross.   

Using the perfect model of Christ as a guide, people can show empathy and 

compassion toward others by performing spiritual and corporal works of mercy.   

Instructing, advising, consoling, converting are spiritual works of mercy, 
as are forgiving and bearing wrongs patiently.  The corporal works of 
mercy consist especially in feeding hungry, sheltering the homeless, 
clothing naked, visiting the sick and imprisoned, and burying the dead (§ 
2447).   
 
These works of mercy involve prayer for and presence with another human, but 

not direct intervention into God’s plan.  According to Pope John Paul II (1995), genuine 

compassion should entail figuratively partaking in the pain of another human, thus 

allowing for the person who aches to feel a portion of the burden lifted off his or her 

shoulders (§ 66).   

Someone in misery may invite or even beg someone to end his or her life.  In the 

eyes of Pope John Paul II (1995), euthanasia is a false mercy, because instead of being 

present to help a person carry the weight of suffering, whoever participates in euthanasia 

conveys an unwillingness to incur the inconvenience of unnecessary pain (§ 66).  Not 

helping someone bear his or her misery is like rejecting that person from the Body of 

Christ, which can cause even more despair.  
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Pope John Paul II recognizes the potential for family members of a sick individual 

to be induced into an emotional state of irrational pity, resulting in the desire to free their 

suffering family member from pain.  If such a desire would lead to the act of euthanasia, 

Pope John Paul II would deem it a “misplaced compassion” (1995, § 15).  Whoever 

thinks they are showing compassion by bringing about death is mistaken, because no 

matter what the motives are, killing someone is never morally acceptable, as stated in the 

ten commandments and pointed out by Pope John Paul II (§ 53).  Showing compassion is 

a way for humans to give God’s love, and people may strive to mirror Christ in acts of 

love, while remembering their limitations.  God did not intend for humans to do his job of 

taking away life.  Neither families nor physicians have the authority to control when a 

person’s life will end, which means they can only be present with a person until God 

decides to conclude his or her earthly lifespan (§ 66). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Countering the Culture of Death  
 
 

Policy Suggestions  

Popes, bishops, and The Pontifical Academy for Life are confident that today's 

healthcare workers can continue to uphold the dignity and respect required for all patients 

throughout their lives, and especially as they draw close to the final chapter of their lives 

here on earth.  In the official documents issued by authoritative Catholic bodies since 

1994, the Roman Catholic Church has consistently demonstrated its commitment to the 

three outlined themes related to end-of-life care: the timeless value of suffering, the 

immorality of euthanasia, and the paramount importance of compassion.   

Today’s social question concerns the amount of control people have on the 

conception and manipulation of life with the aid of biotechnology, which is an issue of 

anthropology, according to Pope Benedict XVI (2009).  The mindset of contemporary 

western culture tends to build on all of the possibilities that technology allows for, a 

mindset that Pope Benedict XVI suggests puts our future at risk.  He warns, “we must not 

underestimate the disturbing scenarios that threaten our future” (§ 75).  Unfortunately, 

many aspects of technology facilitate a mindset that directly opposes the three themes 

listed above.  Monsignor Elio Sgreccia (2004) encourages the entire race of humans to 

“reject every cultural trend inspired by utilitarian cynicism or by the primacy of the 

economy.”  It is important to note that neither Pope Benedict XVI nor Monsignor 

Sgreccia attempt to convey that all humans must resist or throw out all forms of 
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technology; it would be unrealistic to think that the age of technology can be undone.  

Rather, they encourage Catholic audiences to resist the growing influence of the 

mentality of this age, which seems to surreptitiously impart that utilitarianism is a worthy 

goal, made possible for those who believe in the power of biotechnology.  

Catholic leaders realize that it will not be easy to fight the status quo.  Besides the 

most noteworthy characteristic of compassion, The Pontifical Academy of Life chose to 

emphasize the vital principle of courage in the “Final Declaration of the 13th General 

Assembly” (2007).  Any health related professional, whether directly involved in caring 

for patients, employed in health administration, or holding a political chair influencing 

health legislation, must be courageous enough to object at any time they feel that 

individual human life is being threatened (§ 6).  The Academy understands that 

healthcare professionals may have the hardest time challenging a patient who expresses a 

desire to put his own life in harm’s way.  This “right” is typically seen as that of the 

patient, but as discussed previously, individual autonomy, as taught by the Catholic 

Church, does not allow for such action, because no human possesses the right to take his 

or her life.  

It is of the upmost importance to Roman Catholic leaders that Catholic physicians 

should be following the beliefs of the Roman Catholic Church and not succumbing to the 

urges of society.  Furthermore, hope remains that all physicians in the world will be able 

to understand the natural law written by God in their hearts.  We are all human to the 

core, science and technology has not yet changed what makes us human, which is the 

soul.  The essence of every person is contained by his or her soul, and that cannot be 

physically prodded, examined, or measured by the experiments of modern research.  
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Nonetheless, we can tend to our own souls in many ways, and it is essential that we do so 

with love. 

Humans have reduced the concept of “self” to refer only to our scientific 

knowledge of the psychological state, and we are forgetting to address our ontological 

awareness of the soul.  Pope Benedict XVI (2009) maintains that humans are a “unity of 

body and soul” (§ 76).   The Catholic Church asserts that the body and the soul are 

inherently concurrent, nonetheless, should be cared for differently.  Pope Benedict XVI 

discourages anyone from confusing the health of the mind and body with the health of the 

soul.  Medical therapies might address a person’s physical or mental state, but we have to 

turn to spirituality to address the state of our soul.  Ignoring one’s spirituality will leave 

the soul abandoned, which will also lead to suffering, according to Pope Benedict XVI.  

To prevent an excess degree of suffering, one must address the soul by taking steps to 

enhance their spirituality.  

Catholic healthcare institutions are expected by the Church to provide the patient 

with appropriate spiritual care, including any sacraments the patient may wish to receive 

to prepare to enter into the next life (The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, § 

55).  The physician should do his or her duty of caring for the patient’s spirituality by 

asking the patient how he or she would like religious beliefs to be addressed (Koenig, 

2013).  If the patient is Roman Catholic the institution’s spiritual care office or other 

health care professional could arrange for the patient to receive the Eucharist at the 

bedside, the Rite of Reconciliation, or The Rite of the Anointing of the Sick and 

Viaticum.  
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Personal Application 

The Catholic Church instructs both its adherents and all others who honor its 

message to show compassion, especially in times of extreme despair.  Not only is this 

concept of compassion taught in the Catholic Church, it is also taught in the field of 

medical humanities.  The Catholic Church disagrees with advocates of euthanasia that 

hastening death could be considered an act of compassion.  As a future healthcare 

worker, I intend to use what I learned in my research during this study, combined with 

my knowledge background of medical humanities, to influence my quality of care 

towards patients.  Medical humanities classes promote the cultivation of various aspects 

of the patient-physician relationship in order to provide an increased quality of care for 

patients, and ultimately, an increased quality of life.  

 Baylor’s Medical Humanities 4325, Literary and Philosophical Perspectives of 

Medicine, seeks to elucidate to students the difference between curing and healing in a 

patient.  Sick people turn to medicine to cure their illnesses, but when medicine is unable 

to eradicate particularly malicious disease, medical professionals are entrusted the task of 

caring for more than just physical symptoms.  Doctors must have compassion to provide 

spiritual healing in a patient, when a medical cure to their disease may not be available.  

Spiritual healing entails offering the comfort of companionship to patients, so they don’t 

feel alone in their suffering.  This is where the compassion taught by the Catholic Church 

applies.  To be present with a patient who is suffering requires that the physician desire 

the well being of the body and soul.  

To understand how spiritual healing can come about in the first place, students in 

this medical humanities class learn about phenomenology, the study of different aspects 
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of one’s subjective experiences that come together to mold a unique interpretation of 

reality.  According to Toombs (1990), a phenomenological analysis of perspectives from 

both the patient and physician indicate that they are looking at each other from two very 

different worlds of experience, even if the are sitting a few feet away from each other in 

the same room.  Toombs explains how a patient is likely to view his or her illness in a 

starkly different light than the physician, because the patient is living out the illness first-

hand, while the physician understands the illness from a biological standpoint based on 

medical training and biomedical research.  

Toombs highlights the fact that patients frequently use atypical language to 

compensate for a dysfunction of certain body parts.  That they have never experienced 

before.  Ongoing dysfunction can make a patient feel like that body part is so out of 

control that it is no longer their own.  Once this thought takes root– either consciously or 

subconsciously–in the patient’s mind, it becomes much more likely that he or she will use 

an impersonal pronoun to describe the portion of the body that has lost proper function.  

Drawing from and agreeing with the philosophies of Cassell, Toombs states “the use of 

impersonal pronouns is a means to avoid contact with an intrusive reality” (p. 152).  In 

other words, the patient would rather think of that body part as a foreign object than 

dwell on the cancer or infection that is causing the malfunction.  Verbally rejecting the 

impaired body part can also make it easier to part with it physically, or to simply undergo 

harsh treatments on it.  This sense alienation of the body from the self is an aspect of 

illness as experienced from the phenomenological perspective of a patient.   

Once the feeling of alienation from the self sets in, Toombs reveals that for a 

person in a state of illness: “His sense of autonomy is deeply eroded; he loses confidence 
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in his ability effectively to manage his physical situation” (p. 169).  At this point in a 

person’s illness, they may surrendered their sense of personhood, and choose to submit 

their identity to their medical treatments or to the illness itself.  This would be a very 

treacherous time for the patient, and they might loose their will to live as a result of the 

loss of power and identity.  

Michèle Causse gave insight to her phenomenological state, when she described 

the various ways in which she felt a loss of autonomy.  Once again, loss of autonomy is 

expressed as the origin of suffering and believed to be a justification for one to hasten 

their death.  Her weakened bones caused her to stay in bed most of the time, and she 

expressed the frustration that comes with not being able prepare her own food or shop for 

herself.  It was difficult for Causse to give up the ability to perform tasks by herself, but 

as an author, it was even more of a challenge for Causse to confront the idea of losing her 

beloved words and memory that allow her to write.  Stemming from the sensation of 

diminished autonomy, Causse also stated that she was a burden to others, a popular 

concept not addressed in this thesis but which, nonetheless, would likely be viewed 

negatively by the Roman Catholic Church.   

Even though Causse felt some degree of heartache over bringing her friends grief, 

she insisted upon dying primarily due to the loss of meaning in her life.  If Kay Toombs 

were her physician, she would have attempted to understand the phenomenological state 

of Causse, so that she could connect to her on a more personal level.  Then, Dr. Toombs 

would have likely found a way to teach Causse that she is not a burden, and her identity 

and meaning in life does not rely solely on her ability to write.  Causse obviously had 

friends who loved her, and she could have found meaning in those relationships to inspire 
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her carry to on until her natural death.  Despite the fact that Causse did not love her life 

anymore, the people who loved her may have needed her more than she knew. 

Through their documents, Roman Catholic leaders believe they have a response to 

individuals such as Causse that assistance in dying is not the solution to suffering.  

Instead, in applying principles of the sanctity of life tempered by the compassionate care 

of community, one should understand that life is more than a burden to bear, it has 

inherent meaning.  For Roman Catholics, life matters and is “gift” to both the individual 

and the community until its natural end.  I hope to impart to anyone in despair, whether 

he or she is a patient I am tending, or a family member I am visiting, that their life has 

more worth than they can possibly imagine.  Even if someone does not understand the 

purpose of their suffering, I will try to remind him or her that we are not expected to 

understand God’s motives for putting suffering in the world and in our lives.  If that 

person is Christian, I can make use of the Bible to prove with scripture that God does 

love each one of his children, and he is always with us.  If I happen to be talking to a non-

Christian, I will not disrespect him or her by imposing Christianity; rather, I will show 

God’s love with my presence.   

When words cannot possibly help someone in suffering escape the physical pain, 

I can offer a warm hand to hold, or a hug to lift up his or her spirits.  It is my duty to my 

family members of the human race to be there for a brother or sister in need, and I hope I 

can do just that.  My goal as a future healthcare professional is to provide healing more 

than curing to help make patients feel loved for and cared for, so that they know that their 

life is important, no matter how small it may seem in this chaotic world.
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